Abstract. Motivated by recent progress in electron quantum optics, we revisit the question of single-electron entanglement, specifically whether the state of a single electron in a superposition of two separate spatial modes should be considered entangled. We first discuss a gedanken experiment with single-electron sources and detectors, and demonstrate deterministic (i. e. without post-selection) Bell inequality violation. This implies that the single-electron state is indeed entangled and, furthermore, nonlocal. We then present an experimental scheme where singleelectron entanglement can be observed via measurements of the average currents and zero-frequency current cross-correlators in an electronic Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometer driven by Lorentzian voltage pulses. We show that single-electron entanglement is detectable under realistic operating conditions. Our work settles the question of single-electron entanglement and opens promising perspectives for future experiments.
Introduction
The field of electron quantum optics has witnessed strong experimental advances over a short period of time [1] . Electronic analogues of the Mach-Zehnder [2] , Hanbury BrownTwiss [3] and Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometers [4] can now be implemented with edge channels of the integer quantum hall effect functioning as wave guides for electrons. At the same time, the recent realization of coherent single-electron emitters is opening up avenues for the controlled manipulation of few-particle electronic states [5, 6, 7, 8] . In parallel to these developments, a number of theoretical proposals have been put forward to entangle electrons, e. g. in edge channels [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , using either the electron spin or the orbital degrees of freedom. The entanglement is detected by violating a Bell inequality [14, 15] formulated in terms of zero-frequency current crosscorrelations [16, 17, 18] . While early proposals focus on electron sources driven by static voltages, more recent works investigate the on-demand generation of entangled states using dynamic single-electron emitters [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] .
A B Single-electron excitations are generated at the source contacts S 1 and S 2 and travel to the outputs A ± and B ± . The contacts G 1 and G 2 are grounded.
For spin or orbital entanglement, several particles are involved and the particles are entangled in the spin or the orbital degrees of freedom, respectively. A conceptually different notion of entanglement is provided by entangled states of different occupation numbers. In this case, the entanglement is between different modes, and the relevant degree of freedom is the particle number in each mode. It is a question that has been much debated whether a state of a single particle in a superposition of two spatially separate modes should be considered entangled [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . For photons (and other bosons) it is by now well established that the answer is yes, and that the entanglement is in fact useful in quantum communication applications [31, 32] . For electrons (and other fermions), the situation is different because of charge and parity superselection rules, and the question still causes controversy [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] .
Here, we revisit this question motivated by the recent development of dynamic single-particle sources in electron quantum optics. We demonstrate rigorously that the answer for electrons is affirmative based on the situation sketched in Fig. 1(a) : Two independent sources each produce a single electron which is delocalised with one part transmitted to location A and the other to B. Using only local operations (LOs) and measurements at each location, a Bell inequality between A and B is violated deterministically, i. e. without post-selection. This necessarily implies that there is entanglement between A and B. Since the sources are independent this in turn implies that the state emitted by a single source is entangled between regions A and B. Specifically, we show that such a situation can be realized in an electronic Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometer driven by Lorentzian voltage pulses as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . Notably, the single-electron entanglement can be observed from current cross-correlation measurements at the outputs of the interferometer.
Single-particle entanglement
We start with a brief introduction to single-particle entanglement. A single particle in a superposition of two different locations can be described by the state
where the numbers in the kets indicate the particle numbers in the spatially separated modes. The basic question is whether such a state is entangled. One can ask the question both for bosons and for fermions, in particular for photons and electrons. To answer affirmatively, the entanglement must be experimentally detectable. Entanglement should be verified directly from measurements on each spatial mode in Equation (1), e. g. by testing the observations against a Bell inequality [14, 15] . If arbitrary measurements were possible, Equation (1) should indeed be considered entangled since it for example violates the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) Bell inequality [38] . However, the possible measurements may be limited because the state (1) is a single-particle state. Violating the CHSH inequality requires measurements which are not diagonal in the occupation number basis, i. e. they should contain projections onto superpositions of states with different particle numbers such as (|0 +|1 )/ √ 2. One may therefore expect a fundamental difference between photons and electrons because global charge conservation and parity superselection [39, 40] forbids such superpositions for electrons [41, 30] . For photons it is by now established that the state given in Equation (1) is entangled and in fact useful for applications in quantum communication [42, 32] . Experimental demonstrations of single-photon entanglement have been reported using homodyne [43, 44] and weak displacement measurements [45, 46] . These measurements require the use of coherent states of light (laser light), which introduces additional particles. These particles provide a reference frame between the observers [30, 47] . Alternatively, singlephoton entanglement can be converted into entanglement between two atoms [31] . In Equation (1), the numbers 0, 1 then represent internal atomic states and entanglement can be verified straightforwardly. Importantly, since the conversion process involves only LOs, one concludes that the original single-photon state given in Equation (1) must have been entangled. These procedures, however, cannot be straightforwardly applied to fermions (for example, there is no equivalent of coherent states for fermions). Hence, a more careful analysis is necessary as we show in the following.
Single-electron entanglement and nonlocality
We consider the experiment pictured in Fig. 1(b) and now argue that single-electron entanglement is observable. To keep the analysis simple, we work at zero temperature and assume that the sources create single electronic excitations above the Fermi sea which can be detected one by one. These assumptions do not contradict any fundamental principle such as charge conservation. We consider the possibility of an experimental implementation with current technology later on.
Single electrons are excited above the Fermi sea at the sources S 1 and S 2 , and are coherently split and interferred on electronic beamsplitters -quantum point contacts (QPCs) tuned to half transmission. Tunable phases ϕ A and ϕ B can be applied in one arm on either side of the interferometer. The phases can be tuned using side gates or by changing the magnetic flux Φ through the device. In the latter case, we have 2πΦ/Φ 0 = ϕ A + ϕ B , where Φ 0 = h/e is the magnetic flux quantum.
Labelling the modes as indicated in the figure, in second quantized notation the top beam splitter implements the transformation a to the same output since these are ruled out by the Pauli exclusion principle. ‡ Assuming that single-electron detection is possible, the state given in Equation (3) can be seen to violate the CHSH inequality using the following strategy: The phases ϕ x A and ϕ y B are determined by the inputs x, y = 0, 1, and the binary outputs a, b = ±1 are determined by outputting ±1 when one click is observed in detector A ± (similarly for B). In cases where both or none of the detectors click, the outputs are defined to be +1 and −1 respectively. We denote the probability for outputs a, b given inputs x, y by P (ab|xy). The correlator defined as
is then given by
If the experiment can be explained by a local hidden variable model, then the CHSH inequality holds [38] 
Now, with the choice ϕ
Thus, the CHSH inequality is clearly violated. Since the state given in Equation (3) violates a Bell inequality between A and B, it must necessarily be entangled. Note that this Bell inequality violation is not subjected to the detection loophole [15] , as our scheme does not involve any post-selection. Furthermore, the state given in Equation (3) was created by LOs on two copies of the state given in Equation (2) coming from two independent sources. Since any product of separable states is separable, it follows that the state given in Equation (2) must itself be entangled. We thus conclude that the state of a single electron split between two modes is entangled. It should be pointed out that the setup in Fig. 1(b) is similar to the Hanbury BrownTwiss interferometer for electrons, as theoretically proposed [12] and experimentally realized [3] using edge states of a two-dimensional electron gas in the integer quantum ‡ Such terms vanish due to the fermionic anti-commutation relations, e. g.
hall regime. However, in these works maximal CHSH inequality violation (S = 2 √ 2) is achieved by post-selection on the subspace of one electron on each side of the interferometer (effectively post-selecting a maximally entangled state), which is interpreted as two-electron orbital entanglement. Here, by contrast, our scheme involves no post-selection and we do not achieve maximal CHSH violation, but in turn we can demonstrate single-electron entanglement.
It should also be noted that the possibility of using two copies of a single electron entangled state in order to distill one entangled two-electron state has been discussed in Refs. [29, 48] . There, the idea is that each observer performs a non-demolition measurement of the local electron number and then post-selects on the cases where a single electron is detected on each side. Alternatively, the distilled entanglement can be transferred to a pair of additional target particles [49] , in which case however singleelectron nonlocality cannot be unambiguously concluded. Again, as argued above, our setup involves no post-selection and is thus conceptually different. Moreover, the setup does not require non-demolition measurements.
The scheme described so far is a thought experiment, demonstrating that singleelectron entanglement in theory is observable. In principle, nothing prevents its realization. Single-electron sources [5, 7, 8] and electronic beam splitters have been experimentally realized and the first steps towards single-electron detectors [50, 6] have recently been taken. Still, realizing our thought experiment is at present challenging, mainly because of the requirement to detect single electrons. To relax this constraint, we discuss in the next section an experiment which only relies on measurements of the average current and the zero-frequency current-correlators. These are standard measurements which would also demonstrate single-electron entanglement, albeit under slightly stronger assumptions about the experimental implementation.
Observing single-electron entanglement
We consider again the setup in Fig. 1(b) , but now discuss a detection scheme which is feasible using existing technology. Specifically, we consider measurements of zerofrequency currents and current correlators as an alternative to single-electron detection. We give a detailed description of the single-electron sources and the interferometer based on Floquet scattering theory [51, 52, 53, 54] . This allows us to investigate realistic operating conditions such as finite electronic temperatures and dephasing. As we will see, it is possible to demonstrate single-electron entanglement under one additional assumption, namely that the measurement of the mean current and the zero-frequency current correlators amounts to taking ensemble averages over the state in each period of the driving. This is a reasonable assumption if the period of the driving is so long that only one electron from each source is traversing the interferometer at any given time.
For the single-electron sources, we consider the application of Lorentzian-shaped voltage pulses to the contacts [55, 56, 57, 58, 7, 8] . A driven mesoscopic capacitor [5] can be used instead. Electrons leaving a contact pick up a time-dependent phase
where the voltage applied to the contact has the form
At zero temperature, this results in the excitation of exactly one electron out of the Fermi sea (and one hole going into the contact) without any additional electron-hole pairs. This quasiparticle is called a leviton [7, 8] . In Equation (9), the temporal width of the pulse is denoted as Γ and T is the period of the driving.
Floquet scattering theory provides us with a convenient theoretical framework to describe the periodically driven interferometer [51, 52, 53, 54] . By Fourier transforming Equation (8), we obtain the Floquet scattering matrix of the driven contacts as
These are the amplitudes for an electron at energy E to leave the contact at energy E n = E + n Ω, having absorbed (n > 0) or emitted (n < 0) |n| energy quanta of size Ω, where Ω = 2π/T is the frequency of the driving. The scattering matrix of the interferometer can be found as follows. Since there are eight terminals in total (four inputs and four outputs), the scattering matrix of the interferometer is an 8 × 8 matrix. However, due to the chirality of the edge states, electrons leaving an input contact can only travel to an output. This allows us to work with an effective 4×4 scattering matrix connecting every possible input to every possible output. Including the phases ϕ A and ϕ B , that the particles pick up when travelling from input 1 to location A or from input 2 to B, the scattering matrix reads 
Here, t 1(2) refers to the transmission amplitude of the QPCs after source 1(2) and t A(B) is the amplitude for the QPC located at A(B). The r's are the corresponding reflection amplitudes. The rows number the possible inputs S 1 , G 1 , S 2 and G 2 (in this order) and the columns the possible outputs A+, A−, B+ and B−. We have chosen all amplitudes to be real and inserted factors of −1 for half of the reflection amplitudes to ensure the unitarity of the scattering matrix. Below, we consider only half-transparent beam splitters and thus set all amplitudes to 1/ √ 2. To obtain the combined Floquet scattering matrix of the interferometer and the single-electron sources, we multiply every matrix element of the stationary S-matrix corresponding to a voltage-biased input (i. e. the first and third rows) by S l (n) and every element corresponding to a grounded input (i. e. the second and fourth rows) by δ n0 . In doing so, we assume that the two electron sources are perfectly synchronized and all arms of the interferometer have the same length. The resulting Floquet scattering matrix S F (E n , E) ≡ S F (n) is the basis of all calculations below.
The current operator in output α is given by [59] 
where the operators c α (E) (b α (E)) annihilate an incoming (outgoing) electron in lead α at energy E. Outgoing electrons from the leads are distributed according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
where T is the electronic temperature and we have set the Fermi level in all reservoirs to E F = 0. The scattered electrons are not in thermal equilibrium. We find their distribution by relating the incoming electrons to the outgoing ones via the Floquet scattering matrix as [53] 
Zero temperature
At zero temperature, the average currents and the zero-frequency current correlators can be calculated analytically using Equation (12) and (14) . For example, the average current at output A+ reads
where
. The zero-frequency current crosscorrelator is defined as
For the cross-correlator between the A+ and B+ outputs we obtain
Note that the average currents are insensitive to the phases ϕ A and ϕ B , whereas the current cross-correlators depend on their sum ϕ A +ϕ B . This is known as the two-particle Aharonov-Bohm effect [12] . We now formulate the CHSH inequality [38] for our system. The leviton annihilation operator is [58] 
At zero temperature, we can express the operator of the number of levitons emitted from lead α per period in terms of the current operator as
This allows us to relate the current operator for a given detector at A or B to an operator on the modes on side A or B before the final beam splitter and the phase shift, cf. Fig. 1(b) . Taking for instance the detector A + and transforming Equation (19) through the beam splitter and the phase shift, we get
To gain an intuitive understanding of this operator, we consider its restriction to the single-electron subspace, i. e. the case where there is exactly one electron on side A of the interferometer. In this case, the first term in (20) is just 1/2. The Hilbert space is two-dimensional and the states a
|0 form a basis. In this basis, the second term in (20) is (cos(ϕ A )σ x + sin(ϕ A )σ y )/2, with σ x , σ y , σ z being the usual Pauli matrices. Thus, in the single-electron subspace we have
where σ . Similar expressions can be obtained for the currents at the other detectors, and thus, by measuring the currents at the four outputs, we can measure any combination of Pauli operators in the two-qubit subspace with a single electron on each side of the interferometer.
With this in mind, we define the observables
where the current for a given phase setting ϕ is denoted as I ϕ α . In the subspace with one electron on each side of the interferometer, these correspond to measuring (rotated) Pauli operators. Events where two or no electrons arrive on the same side will give contributions of +1 or −1 respectively, cf. Equation (19) , independent of the phase settings, analogously to the output strategy in the previous section. At zero temperature the correlator becomes
showing that the joint statistics is the same as in Sec. 3, where single-electron detection was assumed. Here, however, we interpret the current expectation values entering in the correlator, such as I
, as the result of time-integrated measurements. We thus assume that a measurement of the time-integrated current and the zero-frequency current correlators amounts to taking ensemble averages over the state in each period of the driving. The statistics obtained from the time-integrated current measurement is then the same as what one would obtain by averaging over several periods of the driving with single-electron detection. Under this assumption, we can again consider the CHSH inequality
It is easy to see that the choice ϕ 
This finally shows us that this scheme makes it possible to observe single-electron entanglement using zero-frequency measurements only. We note that our results for the current and the zero-frequency noise do not depend on the pulse width Γ. As such, our measurement strategy based on Equation (22) would also work with constant voltages as realized in the experiment by Neder et al. [3] , and the CHSH violation of Equation (25) would be obtained. However, to unambiguously demonstrate single-electron entanglement, in line with the thought experiment described in Sec. 3, it is important that only one electron from each source is traversing the interferometer at any given time. We therefore need to work with a long period and well-separated pulses, as opposed to constant voltages.
It is instructive to compare our proposal to the previous work of Samuelsson et al. [12] . Although the two setups are similar, the detection scheme discussed here is different. This significantly changes the interpretation of the observations. The measurement scheme suggested by Samuelsson et al. is formulated in terms of coincidence rates [12, 60] . The corresponding observable is then sensitive only to the part of the state with a single electron on each side of the interferometer. Thus, the measurement effectively corresponds to performing post-selection, discarding the part of the state where two electrons are on the same side. In this case, the CHSH inequality is maximally violated (S = 2 √ 2), as the post-selected state is a maximally entangled two-qubit state. The Bell inequality is then violated because of the two-electron orbital entanglement [12] . By contrast, our measurement strategy is sensitive to the entire state (including terms with two electrons on the same side) and does not imply any effective post-selection. For this reason we reach a lower CHSH violation, S = 1 + √ 2. However, we observe in turn single-electron entanglement.
Finite temperatures and dephasing
At finite temperatures, additional excitations in terms of electron-hole pairs are expected. Consequently, Equation (19) does not hold any longer. The operators in Equation (22) state is unambiguously entangled. We will thus continue to use Equation (24) to detect single-particle entanglement.
At finite temperatures, the average current and the zero-frequency current correlators can be calculated numerically. Figure 2 shows the maximal value of the CHSH parameter (using the same phase settings as above) as a function of the electronic temperature. In the absence of any additional dephasing mechanisms (blue curve), the CHSH inequality can be violated up to a temperature of k B T ≈ 0.5 Ω. For a typical driving frequency of 5 GHz [7, 8] , this corresponds to a temperature of about 120 mK, which is well within experimental reach.
Due to interactions with the electrons in the underlying Fermi sea as well as with nearby conductors, the injected single-electron states may experience decoherence and dephasing. Here we do not give a microscopic model for theses interactions, but instead we introduce a phenomenological dephasing parameter σ 2 which denotes the variance of the total phase ϕ A + ϕ B in a model that leads to Gaussian phase averaging. Previous experiments have shown that this is the dominant effect of the interaction of electronic interferometers with their environments [2, 61] . At zero temperature, the correlator in Equation (23) 
making a Bell violation possible up to σ 2 0.35. At finite temperatures, an analogous expression can be found [60] and the dephasing has a similar qualitative effect. Figure 2 shows that for small values of the dephasing parameter, a CHSH violation is still possible at low enough temperatures, while for σ 2 0.35, the entanglement cannot be detected any longer. We note that the visibility of the current correlators observed in the experiment by Neder et al. [3] is too low to violate Equation (24) in this setup. It corresponds to a dephasing parameter of σ 2 ≈ 1.39 (light blue line in Fig. 2) . Nevertheless, by a careful design of the interferometer the dephasing may be further reduced, bringing the measurement described here within experimental reach.
Conclusions
We have revisited the question of single-electron entanglement. Specifically, we have demonstrated theoretically that the state of a single electron in a superposition of two separate spatial modes is entangled. As we have shown, single-electron entanglement can in principle be observed in an electronic Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometer based on single-electron sources, electronic beam splitters, and single-electron detectors. Unlike earlier proposals for generating entanglement in electronic conductors, our scheme does not rely on any post-selection procedures. Since single-electron detectors are still under development, we have devised an alternative experimental scheme based on existing technology using average current and cross-correlation measurements. With these developments, the experimental perspectives for observing single-electron entanglement seem promising.
